


The PAC RAC system of storage helps to organize
the many items needed for patient care. PAC RACs
are convenient and save time by reducing clutter
and managing the work area.

PAC RACs are sturdy steel construction and powder
coated to prevent rusting. The open basket styling
of these racks resist the collection of dust and
debris, an important feature for hospital applications.

All PAC RACs are an attractive almond color and
are offered in a wide variety of shapes and sizes to
fill most any requirement. 

Glove Holders

Single Glove Box
Holder
Catalog #1094
Measures 11.25" wide, 4.75"
high and 4.25" from wall.
Accommodates 50 and 100
count boxes. Packed 6
per case. 

Double Glove
Box Holder
Catalog #1091
Measures 10.5" wide, 9" high
and 4.25" from wall. Easy
slide-in design. Rack can hold
two different glove size boxes
with easy access to both
Accommodates 50 and 100
count boxes.
Packed 6 per case. 

Multiple Glove Box Holder
Catalog #1050
Measures 11.5" wide, 23.25" high and 5.5" from wall.
Designed to hold up to 3 glove boxes of various
sizes. Accommodates 50 and 100 count boxes.
Packed 6 per case. 4-Tier Glove Box Holder

Catalog #1048
Measures 12" wide, 32" high and 6" from wall. Designed to hold
up to 4 glove boxes of various sizes. Accommodates 50 and 100
count boxes. Packed 6 per case.

Multiple Glove Box Holder
shown accommodating
boxes in horizontal
position, preventing
spillage and waste

Storage Systems

Samples are always available upon request!2

A typical PAC RAC bathroom installation shows a Bed Pan Combo Basket (1054, pg. 4),
Double Glove Box Holder (1091, pg. 3) and two Uri Hat Holders (1053, pg. 3).

4-Tier Glove Box
Holder shown
holding spare boxes
for easy access

lNEW!
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Glove Holders

Triple Glove Box
Holder
Catalog #1093
Measures 11" wide, 13.5"
high and 4.5" from wall. Easy
slide-in design. Rack can
hold three different glove
size boxes. Accommodates
50 and 100 count boxes.
Packed 6 per case.

Vertical Triple 
Glove Box
Holder 
Catalog #1045
Measures 15.7" wide, 8.2" high and 4"
from wall. Easy top load design. Rack
can hold three different glove size
boxes. Accommodates 50 and 100
count boxes. Packed 6 per case.

Dual Mount Triple Glove Box Holder
Catalog #1046
Horizontal or vertical configuration. Measures 28.5" wide,
6.5" high and 4.5" from wall. Easy slide-in design. Rack can
hold three different glove size boxes. Accommodates 50 and
100 count boxes. Packed 6 per case.  

Quad Glove Box
Holder
Catalog #1049
Measures 12" wide, 19" high
and 5" from wall. Easy slide-
in design. Rack can hold
four different glove size
boxes.  Accommodates 50
and 100 count boxes.
Packed 6 per case.

Uri Hat Holder
Catalog #1052
Measures 13.5" wide, 7" high and 2.25" from wall.
Designed for wall mount and storage of specimen
measuring pan in patient lavatory. Packed 6 per case.

Horizontal Uri Hat Holder
Catalog #1053
Measures 8.5" wide, 2" high and 7.5" from wall. This Rac configuration
allows the retention of urine for daily measurement without tying up
the toilet. Ideal for when two patients requiring urine measurement
share a room. Packed 6 per case.

Patient Bathroom Organizers

Dual Mount Triple Glove Box
Holder fits in previously unusable
space such as above sinks and
under cabinets

lNEW! lNEW!
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Storage Systems

Patient Convenience

Bed Pan Holder
Catalog #1043
Measures 12.5" wide, 12.5" high and 5.75" from wall.
Designed to hold standard bed pan, with hooks on
either side to hang urine bottles. Packed 6 per case.

Combo Bed Pan/Specimen Holder
Catalog #1054
Measures 12.5" wide, 12.5" high and 5.75" from wall. Holds
a standard bed pan,with hook on one side and 5.5" diameter
ring on other side. Packed 6 per case.

Wash Basin Holder
Catalog #1055

Measures 14" wide, 4.75" high
and 6" from wall. Holds up

to an 8 quart wash basin.
Packed 6 per case.

Patient Bathroom continued

Bracket
for 1095
Catalog #1095C
Allows Nurse
Call/TV Remote
Holder to be
fastened to wall.
Packed 12 per case.

Nurse Call/TV Remote Holder
Catalog #1095
Measures 3.5" wide, 5" high and 3.5" deep.
Designed to hook over bed rail, headboard
or footboard, this holder
always puts the remote
within reach of the patient.
Prevents the tearing of call
units from walls when beds
must be quickly moved
during emergencies. Fits
Curbell Gen 3 and 4 Nurse
Call/Remote Units. Packed
12 per case.
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Urinal/Bottle
Holder
Catalog #1089
Wall Mount. Measures 5.5"
wide, 4.5" high and 6" from
wall. Holds urinals and bottles
of all types. Packed 6 per case.

The PAC RAC
1089M
Magnet Mount
Urinal/Bottle
Holder was
developed in
conjunction with
the Kaiser
Foundation
Hospital
System

Catalog #1089M
Magnet Mount

Catalog #1089H
Hanging Bracket

The PAC RAC 1089 is
also great for holding

Sani-Cloths

Patient Convenience continued

Combination
Nurse Call/TV Remote
and Phone Holder
Catalog #1065
Measures 7.5" wide, 7" high and 3"
deep. Easily hooks over bed side rail
providing quick access to both nurse
call and TV remote. Prevents these
devices from falling between the
matress and rail or onto the floor. 
A great bed organizer! Packed 6
per case. 

Catalog #1065C
Allows 1065 Nurse
Call/TV Remote
Holder to be hung
on wall.
Packed 6 per case.

Bracket
for 1062
Catalog #1062C
Allows Patient
Phone Holder to
be fastened to wall.
Packed 6 per case.

Patient Phone Holder
Catalog #1062
Measures 3" wide, 6" high and 3"
from bed rail. Designed to hook
over bed rail, this holder puts the
phone within easy reach of the
patient. Prevents phone from falling
to floor. Packed 6 per case.
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Precaution Whopper Junior
Catalog #1060
Measures 18.25" wide, 8.5" high and 10" from wall.
Large capacity, multi-purpose basket. Packed 6 per case.

Universal Precaution Basket
Catalog #1059
Measures 17.5" wide, 5" high and 7" from wall.
Shallow depth, multi-purpose basket. Packed 6 per case.

Universal Precaution

Blood Pressure
Cuff Holder
Catalog #1064
Measures 7" wide, 5" from
wall, 6.5" high at wall and
4.5" high at front. This Rac
was designed specifically
to store blood pressure
cuffs within sight and easy
reach. Packed 6 per case.

PAC RAC Standard
Catalog #1037
Measures 12" wide, 5.5" from wall, 7.5" high at wall and
4.75" high at front. The PAC RAC Standard has a 3.75"
diameter circular section at each end for holding humidifiers,
solution bottles and other round shaped items.
Packed 6 per case.

Universal Precaution Tray
Catalog #1058
Measures 21.5" wide, 4.25" high and 7.25" from wall.
Wide, multi-purpose basket. Packed 6 per case.

Precaution
Super
Catalog #1042
Measures 12.5"
wide, 8.25" high
and 8.5" from wall.
Multi-purpose
basket. Packed 6
per case.
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The 1089H Bottle
Holder is used as an
example of how the
Clips and Hangers
can be utilized on a
PAC RAC

Snap-On Clips
Catalog #1068A
Clips can be attached to any
basket and will not puncture sterile
packaging. Packed 50 per package.

Typical bed attachment
using Hangers

Typical application of magnets

All Purpose Hangers
Catalog #1073
Hanger has two height adjustments
and width adjustment from 1/2" to 2."
Securely hangs Racs from bed rails,
head and footboards, doors and dividers.
Can be factory attached to Racs for a
nominal charge.

Options & Accessories

Magnet systems are
available factory-installed

on most PAC RACs

PAC RAC Magnets
Catalog #1071M
Magnets are factory attached and are
available for use on most PAC RACs.
Consult factory (Racs will require two
to four magnets depending on size).  

File/Binder Holder
Catalog #1063
Measures 13" wide, 6" high and 4"
from wall. Accommodates file folders
and/or binders. Packed 6 per case.  

File
Organization

Universal
Precaution
Combo
Basket
Catalog #1090
Measures 15" wide,
20" high and 5.5"
from wall. Holds one
or two glove boxes
in top section leaving
lower section
available for universal
precautions such as
masks and disposable
gowns. Packed 2
per case.

Universal
Precaution continued
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Create a PAC RAC!
If you don’t see what you
want inside, or have an
idea for a PAC RAC to
fulfill a particular need –
call and tell us about it
and we’ll build a prototype
free of charge!

PAC RAC Storage Systems

� All PAC RACs are constructed of powder coated steel
� PAC RACs resist collection of dust and debris
� All PAC RACs are guaranteed for life
� Custom colors are available on any large order

When ordering item quantities less than a single case amount, 10% will be added to single item cost. • F.O.B. Orange, NJ                                                                        Rev. 5/12

Convenient and Orderly Storage for Health Care Supplies and Equipment

Samples are always available upon request!


